muse, machetes
and the modern
moonlight

Rebecca Urciuolo

From Behind the Keys
By Rebecca Urciuolo

Behind the keys where your fingers begin to hesitate
only slightly and indeterminable to almost all who see
the strings begin to pull
The notes strung forth make no apologies for lies or truths
merely blending them together into something beyond the vagaries of
insight
A story just waiting to be told
although they remain unseen to me
the words are written boldly upon your face and projected from your
eyes
Wise men are shamed and stars fade
The swell of the music is imposed by the lines of your shoulders
reflected in the curve of your waist flowing through your skirt reaching
into the crowd
pushing the tune closer to my ears
The storm of your heart brings with it a melody no instrument could
hope to match
infecting all it touches with beauty that can wane the light
and demand its fealty
Extracts of dreams and fantasies that never end
woven between fragile things and smoke-filled mirrors
echoing the magic of sadness found in a fallen tide of satin and lace
searching for the long way out

bereft

C.B. Eady - January 23, 2008
put on the cement shoes
go about appointments
“Yes I am recovering
I am getting
back to work”
feet in blocks
dragging dragging
cloying sadness
nagging loss
black well
weighing down
the edges
of my eyes
summon the appropriate
smile
for today’s interactions
(thank god
you found me
crumpled
red
thank god
the hospital
is close
disregard
red lights
soaked upholstery
80 over 50
no time
I awoke
empty
wrapped in blankets
and morphine)

A
flame,
she is
so bright
she burns,
and sheds
light on the
dark places.

Kevin O’Brien

Muse by Kelli Ewing
Tonight I stood
In the place where we would
Escape to when shit got too real
I closed my eyes but I
Didn’t let myself cry
I asked God, “Will I ever heal?”
It’s dumb, trying to rhyme this out
I’d rather be numb, I hate this part
Fuck going inward, Fuck having a heart
Poems don’t need to rhyme
And I don’t need to work this hard
But I digress.
I miss
The anger behind your smile
The rage behind your touch
The hatred between the two of us
That we substituted for love
Every lie you ever told me
Sits in a box underneath my bed
Labeled “Shit I wish was real that still fucks with my head”
They say there’s a space
Between loneliness and abuse
I guess I’ll just have to take their word for it
To me it sounds like Fake News
And there I go again
Trying to make it funny
Trying to make it cute
Trying to turn my broken pieces
Into some kind of muse
If I make enough people laugh
Can I create a different view?
If I could reach deep inside my chest
Breaking a rib or two

I would drag the last pieces of this
Past the bones, blood and tissue
I’d drag it all from my heart to my head
Piece it together with glue
And when I was finished
I’d have myself a whole new truth
One where I don’t miss
Coming to, squinting into the sunlight
My nose bleeding, unable to stand upright
One where I don’t miss the blurry vision,
The bloodshot eyes or the self inflicted incisions
Or maybe one where we live happily ever after
In our dragon’s den of blood, sweat, and maniacal laughter
Where we sell the movie rights
To some big Hollywood backers
The Monster and The Degenerate
Starring your two favorite actors
Tonight I stood
In that place where we would
Run to when life’s lights were too bright
I prayed, “Please God,
Help me keep my insides inside”
Somebody once told me
Don’t quit before the blood clots
So I stood still
While they extracted out the wood rot
I stood still as I could
And surrendered my power
While my walls were broken down
My lungs filled with asbestos powder
Still you keep saying there’s a space
Between abstinence and abuse
But I’ve upturned every rock
I’ve inspected every clue
And as much as I’d like to
Right now I just can’t believe you.

Tenille flower

No apologies, Amanda
Apologies make us smaller.
and
how will we know which hands offer flowers
and which hands offer the match sticks
which we are later asked to light ourselves on fire with
when our art is too big, too bad, too honest to be anything but
flammable?
No apologies, Amanda, apologies make us shrink
and we’re all standing in the middle of Boston,
in the middle of New York or in each of our irrelevant cities,
and if you’re too small for us to see,
we will accept our gifts from the wrong statue.
If you are anything less than eight foot tall or 25-feet-big,
if you fit into your shoes,
if your heart was quiet,
we would be standing in an abandoned courtyard,
with a few scuffmarks where a statue used to be.
No apologies, Amanda.
Shrinking is for girls in fairy tales,
and you have written yourself out of the fable.
You are real - you know,
and there are is no place
to house an apology
for that.
“shrinking is for fairy tales” - Angel Rosen

Cressie Lillibeth Saunders

You breathe fire into these rusty bones
On moonlit rainy days
Through headfog and flotsam
You remind me to be myself on the days that I want to be the best version
And fail.
In the times that I wish I had a motherly friend
Another woman to talk to
There’s always you.
Dust collects on the records of our love
On the shelf.
I spin, and you come to life
Crooning, screaming, crying
I scream-cry too.
Never alone.

Lacey Wahl

Whina Pomana

We are all so much
Bigger on the inside, and
You help us see it
Whina Pomana

Annassez

Jennifer Austin

Happy birthday, Amanda (Careful with the absinthe)
I’m lying on a small
eggplant-shaped float
in a cup of tea Darjeeling, I think;
no milk, no sugar,
careful with the absinthe.
The steam is rising
from the cup
but I can see the stars
out and about,
running all over the
Godzilla-high ceiling.
There’s a trapeze too
and a woman playing
with ukulele earrings,
swinging sweetly
like a chariot,
singing to us - God
knows how they managed
to fit so many cups
of tea in here - about
love and loss and love
and pain and love and
fear and love and hope and love
and love forever.
Jan Thie.

Christy Manion

jenny clements

Bianca Camilla Gambrioli

Danti Pova

The palmer method
It is a slow lap,
A roll of the neck, not
A closing casket sort of thing;
It takes energy,
A sleight of hand,
A restraint not seen but felt
As coins pass between hands,
Changes make way for this,
A new storm brewing This dialect, sounding
Foreign but full of rest,
We can wait all year
To find a new exit.
What is here is
What is next.

Holly Seymour
March 16, 2017

Annassez

Magic Movement.
First, there is a bride,
Standing still and statuesque.
Giving floral gifts,
Beguiling smiles,
And solemnity at rest.
(This will end in ink,
And in joy and love and laughter,
It has lead to this,
And it will lead, I think,
To music in the rafters.)
The bride becomes a doll,
Comes to life with magic movement,
And that magic sings,
Halves become a whole,
And there’s nothing left to prove, yet…
…That magic swells and grows and screams,
And builds to crashing crescendo,
And in its wake,
It carries dreams,
That spark and beg to follow.
And so this ends in ink and love,
With a flush of inspiration,
This magic gift,
Fits like a glove,
Wrapping us in fires of creation.

Joanna Hagan

Max Kyro

Max Kyro

Bianca Camilla Gambrioli

The Unchanging Kingdom
by Joanna Hagan

This is an old tale, and a true one.
Once upon a very long time ago, there
was a kingdom over the hill. Like all,
such places, it was sometimes happy,
and sometimes, miserable. But the rulers
of the kingdom were anxious, fretful
people, and when a time came of peaceful
prosperity, they made a wish for it always
to remain so.
Thus it became a rich and splendid
kingdom and it did not, could not change.
A river snaked lazily throughout, the
water clear and sparkling like diamonds.
The buildings were built of clean white
stone and stood tall and proud. There
were no droughts or blights, and the
people lived fat and happy, for a time.
There was a princess in the kingdom over
the hill. She was fair of face, graceful in
her movements, and she was bored. There
was little for her to learn on the running
of this splendid, easy kingdom, as it was
assumed her husband would take care
of such things when the rime came.
The pursuits of the outdoors were not
an option for her, as her delicate beauty
could not be risked. She had no true
companions, just ladies who endlessly
gossiped and suitors who cared more
to impress her than to know her. The
princess was lonely, she was ignored, she
was trapped and thus the princess was
bored.
The price all paid to live in such a rich
and splendid kingdom was stillness
and stagnation, and the people paid it

willingly at first. Nothing changed in
that kingdom, nothing moved, nothing
arrived or left, everything stayed always
as it was, and this seemed a small sacrifice
for the sake of peace and prosperity.
But things that cannot change cannot
grow, and the stagnant kingdom had
been still for too long. The boredom of
the trapped princess was only the tip
of a rotting iceberg. A great unrest was
brewing.
It began when the blacksmith’s son took
a dislike to mending horseshoes. Tired of
a life of sparks and steel, he decided not
to follow in his father’s footsteps. Instead,
he packed a bag and stepped out into the
world, trusting his feet to carry him to a
new kingdom and a new life. He walked
to the forest at the edge of the kingdom,
then walked through the trees for a night
and a day, only to find himself back at the
door to his fathers cottage. Unperturbed,
and sure he’d simply lost his way, he
set out again the following day. For a
week, then another, the blacksmiths son
followed his feet, only to keep arriving
back at his fathers door. The kingdom
would not let him leave.
Slowly, the other subjects came to the
same realisation. They could not travel, or
even send messages to other kingdoms.
They were doomed to follow in the
footsteps of whoever came before them.
The sons of fishermen could only fish,
the children of weavers stayed tied to
their looms, suitors could only preen and
primp, and ladies could only giggle and

gossip. The unchanging kingdom had
become a prison, and the princess could
only read in her tower and sigh.
The ruling monarchs fretted and cried
at what had become of their unchanging
kingdom. Their wish for permanence,
peace and prosperity had created a
miserable place. There was nothing in
their power to create change, and there
was nothing they could do but watch as
their subjects grew miserable, and their
daughter wasted away.
The princess went back to her storybooks
again and again, and sobbed in
frustration at repeated illustrations of
princes and knights and their daring
rescues. There was no dragon to be slain
here, no castle of roses and thorns to
be hacked through with great glittering
swords. Just a trapping tower in a
kingdom of stillness, and a princess who
dreamed of escape and change and
teeming life.
But outside the unchanging kingdom, the
world continues to turn on its axis. The
neighbouring lands, riotous and colourful
and filthy as they were, fought at times
and traded at others. and the people lives
were rich and busy and loud.
One fine spring day, out of these lands
travelled a strong young woman. With
sword and sturdy feet, she set out to seek
her fortune. She had heard mysterious
stories of the unchanging kingdom, and
those who knew the tale clucked their
tongues at the folly of the monarchs,
wishing for stillness to protect their
land and their fair daughter. The strong
woman with the sword and shining
shield was determined to see the strange

kingdom for herself.
The clever, strong woman knew her feet
would never take her to the kingdom
of their own accord, and went first to
a cobbler she knew. In exchange for
favours of the sword, he made her boots
of the strongest will, that would carry her
through any enchantment.
Next, she went to the apothecary that
lived in the town by the ruined towers,
who sold his wares with suspicious
glares from a hatch in his wooden door.
For a lock of the woman’s hair (for the
apothecary was partial to such trinkets)
he sold her a tonic that would prevent
her from being at rest until she lay in the
arms of a lover.
Last, she visited the garden behind the
church on the third hill, for she knew
she must have three things to take on her
quest. She took a single daisy and pinned
it to her breast. After leaving a final prayer
in exchange, she went on her way.
The strong-willed boots took her through
the forest for many days, until she came
to a strange and quiet place where the
life of the woods did not rustle and
whisper to her. This was the border to the
unchanging kingdom, and she drank her
tonic here. As it flushed through her veins
she felt a burning urge to rush, and run,
and never be still, and she dashed into the
strange kingdom with a cry of delight.
From her tower, the princess looked out
over her frustrated kingdom, sure she
was losing herself to madness. That could
not be a new glint on the horizon, and
light she had never seen before. No, the
stagnating bored had taken its toll on her

mind. This could not be rescue, she could
not feel hope. Hope had left this place a
long time ago.

glittering in her eyes.

The strong woman with sword and shield
felt a creeping unease as she marched
bravely though the kingdom, sunlight
sparkling on her armour. The locals
seemed not to see her, their eyes sliding
away as she stomped towards the tower.
She was new, she was change and she
could not be here. A sigh of frustration
brushed passed her lips as she reached
the base of the tower and began a pacing
circle around it, unable to stop and rest.
Her sword could not breach doors that
did not wish to open, and her shield was
no use against that which was unmoving.

“Oh no, this is so much better.”, and
with those words, and hope suffusing
her being for the first time, that princess
kissed that strong woman, and poured
gratitude and sweet strange joy from her
lips.

On her third circuit around that tower,
the strong woman remembered her third
token (for there is much power in threes)
and plucked the waist from her breast.
She bent to plant it at the foot of the
tower, and watched in hope that it would
find a way to take root.
The princess watched and wept with tears
of joy to see new life and movement in
this still place. If this was madness, it was
sweet, and made life worth living.
A single tear from the princess in the
tower landed on that simple daisy, and the
strong woman laughed with delight as it
began to grow and spread it’s way up the
tower, watered by joy. She climbed it to
the highest window and found that fairfaced, princess there, more beautiful for a
chance to change and live and grow.
“Have you come to save us?” asked the
princess of the strong woman with the
sword and shield, tears of disbelief still

“What, were you expecting a prince?”

The strong woman was finally at rest, and
fell in to her royal lovers arms, weary
from her journey and pouring peace from
her lips.
The kingdom came to life and noise,
and bubbling laughter danced through
the streets as the subjects broke free
and found hope, change and sparkling
freedom.
The blacksmith’s son set off one more
through the forest, reached an ugly,
lively town in the next kingdom and
immediately placed his cap on the
ground. He raised a whistle to his lips and
began a jaunty tune that caught the ear of
a handsome-passerby.
And they all lived chaotically ever after.
The End.

jen spence

Hanna Stansvik

Darcy Gaille

Trans-Atlantic Cocktail Party
Noon on a Saturday – five o’clock somewhere.
Five o’clock, actually, in London.
In a tiny bedroom in a cozy flat
And in this room in Boston.
Two laptops open loading Skype
Two bottles of gin, two of tonic
Two ukuleles on opposite sides of the ocean
Tuned and ready
To play “Sing” and “In My Mind” and “Bigger on the Inside”
Small and fierceful, brave and peaceful
And deeply fully alive
You fall asleep like you always do
Video still streaming across the ocean
I can see your shoulders moving as you breathe
Eventually your roommate will come in
Shut off your laptop, tuck you into bed.
But for now it’s just us
Me and you and the endless ocean
One awake, one asleep
Both breathing
Together.

Ari Saksonov

Hanna Stansvik

Cherie Bruce

Radio Free Amanda
Written by Peter Gillet
Painting by Anna Ssez

“Good morning caller, you’re on live with
Amanda Palmer,” said the voice on the
phone. It was actually her speaking, and I
had managed to get through. I somehow
supressed my excitement and responded
coherently.
“Good morning, Amanda. This is Peter
calling from the east coast of Canada. I
have been a fan of yours for less than a
year, but your music’s influence on my life
has been profound,” I said. There, that
wasn’t too bad.
“Thank you, Peter! I like to hear from

new fans as well as old. The topic today is
musical influences from the eighties and
nineties. Would you like to share yours?”
she replied.
Even through the phone, it sounded
like she was in the room with me. The
connection was remarkably good. Her
voice calmed me, and allowed me to open
up.
“I was a DJ in junior high school for two
years, eighty-five and eighty-six, so I had
access to all of the latest music,” I said.

“I can imagine. What were your
favourites?”

“Are you still there, Peter?” Amanda
asked.

“Oh, I liked the usual stuff. The Police,
Billy Idol, and Prince.”

“Yes. It is just… it is hard to talk about
this next part,” I said.

“Aaah… Prince,” she cooed.

“Only say what you are comfortable
saying,” she instructed. Then added, “but
sometimes the uncomfortable parts are
important to say.”

“I actually got kicked off the DJ team
because of Prince,” I replied.
“Do tell,” she encouraged.
“At a Friday noon sock-hop, on a whim
I played ‘Erotic City’. It went over like a
lead balloon.”
“That is wonderful,” she said with
suppressed glee. “What then?”
“Well, the music of the eighties never
really sank in. It didn’t really influence
me. It wasn’t until I first heard ‘Birthday’
by The Sugarcubes, that I really was
captured by a sound,” I said.
“Go on.”
“It was really Björk’s voice, with her
exotic accent and her growls and yips. It
was like meat hooks in my brain. I was
smitten. I ran out and bought ‘Life’s Too
Good’, from a second-hand record store.
That copy had a scratch on ‘Birthday’, so
I ran back and bought the other one they
had.”
“Björk can do that to a person.”
“I kept listening to ‘Birthday’ over and
over. I read the lyrics on the CD liner.
I…,” I paused, for an uncomfortably long
time.

“OK. I kept reading the line ‘sowed a
bird in her knickers’, and I argued with
myself,” I said.
“What do you mean?”
“Well, did they really mean sow with an
‘o’ or sew with an ‘e’? I mean, English
was not their mother tongue, so I argued
with myself that it could have been a
mistake, and that it was an innocent song.
When I first heard it, I thought it was
sew, with an ‘e’,” I said, stumbling over the
homophones.
“So why was that important?” she asked,
and then she laughed. “Sorry, I just
realized I used a third ‘so’. Please, go
ahead.”
Her laughter actually put me more at
ease, and I continued. “Well, if it was sow
with an ‘o’, I thought, this song that I love
is about a child being molested. I was
sick to my stomach thinking that I had
connected so deeply with such a song. I
really bothered me. I still loved Björk,
and bought a couple more Sugarcube
CD’s. I followed her career, and loved
her solo work too. But that song kept
bothering me.”
“Why do you think that was? I mean,

the subject matter is pretty dark. I mean,
aside from that.”

with kindness. How does this tie back to
Björk, though?”, asked Amanda.

“Well, Amanda, you see… a couple of
years after I was captured by that song,
the suppressed memory of having been
molested by my neighbour came to the
surface.”

I replied, “Well, I think, looking back
on it, that this internal argument I was
having with myself was the catalyst that
started crumbling the wall around those
memories. The turmoil itself destroyed
my internal defences. Or maybe I just
didn’t need them anymore. That was all
due to that powerful, brave song about a
difficult subject.”

“Oh, Honey, I’m so sorry. Are you OK?”
“Oh, I am now, for the most part. At
the time, though, I was in my final year
at university, and it almost derailed my
entire life. My faculty advisor was a life
saver, literally, and figured a way for me
to drop courses after the drop date, but
still keep my full-time status. It was
hard to admit to him, but as soon as I
explained my trouble, he was completely
understanding. That way I didn’t have to
start paying back my student loans before
graduating.”
“Cool. I love it when leadership acts

Then my eyes snapped open. I had
been having a lucid dream. It had
taken nineteen years for the suppressed
memories to surface, and another twentytwo years for me to realize it had been
due to my internal conflict about a song.
Finding Amanda Palmer, her music,
and her wonderful community of fans
had encouraged my healing to continue.
Thank you, Radio Free Amanda. May
you forever grace the airwaves of my
dreams.

Chandra Simon

Hayley Baldwin

Pinch Your Ego
My house is private
and I did not invite you in.
Yet you’re standing on the door
not caring about the frying sun
or the thick rain.
Arms relaxed, hands down
showing you’re not angry!
Reassuring you’re oh-so-totally objective
doing it all for the sake of modernity.
Eyes conducting a violating scrutiny
ones sent before you
to rip my curtains off
or analyze the colour of my walls.
Are they appropriate enough?
Do they sit well with your taste?
Can I go to the bathroom?
Please?
You’re still politely smiling
as if you hadn’t just been turned down
by a freak.
Do you define me “a bit eccentric”
when you’re with your friends?
The devotion to your own mind
has led you believe
you could actually say something about
It.
Do something about It.
Long talks, pouty lips, neighbor tips

while you push me aside
in order to continue your study.
Animals in a zoo,
and I frankly wish we didn’t have those.
At times.
But you don’t even pay
your ticket to the show
is a mid-tempo knocking on wood.
You finish my sentences
and judge my family photos:
yes or no debates in the air,
It will be argued later tonight
on the TV, at friends’ dinners, by
politicians
everyone so convinced it’s legitimate
to prioritize love and police my sexuality
to critique my lovers’ beautiful hair
merely because it’s either too
feminine, masculine, in between.
Looking through the glass
your privilege makes you unaware
but alarmed! How do you feel about It?
How do your kids feel about It?
Are you okay?
When realizing and confronting with
the shocking fact that you do not get to
decide or utter a single sentence about
what I can be.
Michela Sereni

Anna Latchman

Barbie Adkins

To The Keepers of Daughters,
Do you teach them they can be more than pretty?
Do you teach them they are smart?
Do you teach them they are ambitious?
Do you teach them they are strong?
To The Keepers of Daughters,
Do you teach them their worth isn’t tied up in the comparison
of their image to the image in the beauty magazine?
Do you encourage them to get their hands dirty?
Do you teach them they can learn science?
Do you teach them that books are just as important as dolls?
To The Keepers of Daughters,
Do you teach them to be loud and proud?
Do you teach them they can say no?
Do you teach them they can disagree?
Do you teach them they can be independent?
To The Keepers of Daughters,
Do you teach them compassion and empathy?
Do you teach them they can save the world?
Do you teach them they can save themselves?
Or do you teach them to just be pretty?
Gloria Procella

Amber Hodgkinson

Daniela Rhiana Tschiggerl

Daniela Rhiana Tschiggerl

Georgia Churchill

Your best friend died around the same time as my great grandma,
You write this song for him,
Crashing waves and delicate rain,
Like him.
Like her.
I didn’t know my grandma as well as I should have,
You knew Anthony deeply, fiercely,
His mind meeting yours.
I wasn’t there when she died,
You were there for him.
They were both the sea,
Tempests, storms, gentle fingers on wrists,
Ever-changing but always there.
And now they’re gone, and I
can’t stop thinking about them,
I can hear the pain in your voice,
Reaching through earphones and cradling my brain,
My bruised and battered brain,
Missing my grandma, missing your friend.
We both stood out by oceans and
Spoke to them after they left,
Stood in the water and asked why they’d gone,
Told the sea that it wasn’t fair,
That we wanted them back.
To talk to, to hold, to hear.
We stood by the ocean.
Miles apart and weeping into it.
Salt on salt on salt,
Missing the people we have lost,
Missing the people we will lose.
Your friend’s machete freed you from,
Seaweed and shackles,
My grandma is using hers now,
Hacking at vines that suffocate me,
Watching up from the sea.
Salt on salt on salt,
Tears mingling with sea water,
Five drops in a billion,
Seeing them again.

Sal creber

Robin Stevenson

Nora Steinbach

My then 13 year old Emma drew this picture for AFP while we
were waiting at the airport, heading to the Coney Island Dresden
Dolls show. We planned to leave it for AFP at the merch table, but
then literally we ran right into Amanda with baby Ash on her hip
and we forgot all about it. The next day realizing we never left it
for her, I went to look for the drawing and couldn’t find it. I was
certain I misplaced it somewhere on Coney Island.
3 months later I’m packing for a road trip to Chicago for AFP
when I found the drawing tucked in some mystery pocket of the
messenger bag. Instead of leaving the drawing with AFP, I had it
signed for Emma and brought it back home.
Nothing’s ever lost forever. 
Kelly Hagerty

Kassi-Jayne Marshall

Angel Rosen

Camila Pérez Schunk

Dyllon Neal

Kim Hutson

Hair of red
Eyes of blue
I quietly said
I’m alive because of you
You looked at me
And your love rang true
As you whispered “I’m glad”
Happy birthday, Amanda. Four years on,
and I still hold close the memory of that
first meeting. Have a beautiful day.
Love,
Megan Potts

Ryn Climenhaga

Ripples
Somebody I never met died today.
This happens all the time. People are always
dying; not a second goes by without it. Sometimes
these people are people we know. Mostly they are
strangers.
But in a strange way, they aren’t strangers at all.
Every action has a reaction. Everything another
person did or didn’t do creates a ripple. Therefore,
everything anyone ever does is a reflection of every
single action made by every single person that ever
existed.
How are we strangers to each other if that is the
case? No one is a stranger. We are all effected by
each other.
Someone I never met died today. Yet I have been
affected by the ripples he has left every single day
he was alive.
And will continue to be, every single day after his
death.
Sarah Bates

Sarah Bates

Noyanhh Drome

“muse, machetes and the modern moonlight”
was conceived and collated by Angel Rosen,
edited and designed by Karen Bell, proofread by
Ryn Climenhaga.
Thank you to all the artists who contributed
Happy birthday, Amanda, we love you!

